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Figure 1. The dataset generation workflow diagram.

1. Datasets generation workflow

Fig. 1 depicts our data generation workflow. It comprises six major stages: Data collection, Data annotation, Motion extraction, 3D character animation, Rendering, and the outcome—the Prepared datasets. We explain each of these stages in this section.

Data collection  Block 1 from Fig. 1 represents the pool of human subjects involved in the data collection. In total, 33 subjects (24 male and 9 female) participated in three different data collection procedures—outdoor video recording, indoor motion capture, and simultaneous video recording. Each subject is depicted by a color-coded square box with their gender sign. Four groups of subjects were formed based on which procedures they participated in: the purple boxes represent the participants who were only involved in the outdoor video data collection, the green boxes represent the subjects who participated in outdoor and mocap data collection, the orange boxes represent those who participated in all data collections, and the red boxes represent the participants who took part in the mocap and indoor video data collection.

In total, 24 subjects participated in the outdoor video data collection. They were recorded with three cameras—one orbiting UAV and two ground static cameras. In total, 26 subjects participated in the motion capture data collection. In total, 26 subjects participated in all data collections, and the red boxes represent the participants who took part in the mocap and indoor video data collection.
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Data annotation We manually annotated the temporal segments of all outdoor videos and the motion capture sequences corresponding to the eleven activity classes of interest. Because the indoor videos were recorded during the motion capture data collection, they share the same annotations.

Motion extraction We use two different sources of motion information—motion capture data and motions extracted from videos. The raw motion capture 3D marker locations are processed in two different ways depending on the type of output synthetic dataset. For the SynCG-MC dataset, the raw marker data were processed by the VICON motion capture system software (Block 6), which calculates the motions of each subject and applies them to a skeleton. For the SynLGW-MC dataset, the raw marker data were fed into MoSh [5]—a model that fits an SMPL parametric model [4] to the locations of the markers’ point cloud (Block 8). SynCG-RGB motions were extracted from the indoor videos using VIBE [1], whereas for the SynLGW-RGB dataset the motions were extracted by SPIN [2], which is integrated into the original Liquid Warping GAN (LWG) [3] pipeline.

3D character animation Animating the 3D human characters for SynCG-MC and SynLGW-RGB is performed by Autodesk’s MotionBuilder (Block 11). This process is done within the models for SynLGW-MC and SynLGW-RGB (Blocks 9 and 12).

Rendering Blender is used to render all image layers (the character, the object held, the foreground, and the background) of SynCG-MC and SynCG-RGB datasets. They are composited at the post-processing stage to form the final video frames. Fig. 2 illustrates the image layers compositing process for different class groups and camera views. Since the five gesture classes do not include object handling, no object layer is rendered. Moreover, no foreground layer is rendered for the aerial camera view due to the camera’s position. Utilizing the layered rendering approach sped up the computationally-heavy rendering process by reusing the background, foreground, and object layers for the other synthetic data variants, as seen in the diagram (Fig. 1). For SynLGW-MC and SynLGW-RGB datasets, we used the animated character layer frames generated by LWG and composited them with the background and object layers from SynCG-MC and SynCG-RGB, respectively. To render the input character avatars for LWG, we used Blender.

Prepared datasets After all image layers were rendered and composited, we paired them with their corresponding annotations. Thus, the five datasets (one real and four synthetic) were created.

2. Datasets samples distribution

Fig. 3 illustrated the class-wise distribution of the samples of the Real and SynCG-MC datasets. Overall, the samples are relatively uniformly distributed across all classes of
interest except for the *Idle* class, which is expected because it contains all the frames that do not belong to any other category. Furthermore, the envelope of the distributions of the real and synthetic datasets have the same character, which is expected as we tried to create the synthetic dataset as close as possible to the real one.

We only present *SynCG-MC* dataset samples distribution because *SynLWG-MC* contains the same type of samples since both are based on motion capture data. The other two video-motion-based synthetic datasets are based on videos, recorded during the motion capture dataset collection and thus their samples are distributed the same way.

### 3. Synthetic data virtual environments

With the help of 3D artists, we designed three virtual environments (Fig. 4) that were incorporated into our synthetic generation pipeline. They closely resemble the three real-world environments where the outdoor videos were recorded. The ground planes, for example, were recreated by recording aerial videos of the area and incorporating photogrammetry to export the geometry and the textures. Subsequently, various 3D assets were scattered across the scenes, such as vegetation and buildings.
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